Incorporation and retention of adenine-8-C x4 and of P3204 by nucleolar, chromosomal, and cytoplasmic RNA have been studied. Radioisotope concentrations were determined from autoradiographs, by grain counting, and RNA concentrations by microphotometry after basic staining. The relation between rates of RNA accumulation and rates of adenine incorporation was used to determine if synthesis was used to replace RNA which was lost from a fraction, and to obtain estimates of turnover rate. Nucleolar incorporation patterns indicate its incorporation is independent of growth, and there is complete turnover of the fraction in an hour or less. Nucleolar turnover is attributed to degradation of RNA within the nucleolus rather than to movement of intact molecules from the nucleolus. Chromosomal RNA reaches a much lower maximum specific activity than nucleolar, and a slightly higher maximum than cytoplasmic RNA. It showed faster incorporation than cytoplasmic RNA while accumulating RNA at the same rate as the cytoplasm, suggesting chromosomal RNA turnover. No evidence of cytoplasmic RNA turnover was found : rate of incorporation and rate of growth were correlated, and retention studies detected no decrease in amount of RNA-C a4, RNA-P 3~, or RNA. Different ultimate precursors are indicated for nucleolar and non-nucleolar RNA by the observation that the nucleolar precursor is labeled before the precursor of non-nucleolar RNA.
ing problems are minimal with salivaries, since very large cellular structures result from growth without cell division. The small size of nucleoli and nuclei in the usual cell makes it difficult to measure nucleoli without chromatin, and chromatin without nucleoli. But photometry of salivary structures is relatively simple; and emitters of fairly hard radiation, more reliable for quantitative autoradiography than the very soft radiation needed for high resolution, can be localized in terms of nucleoli, chromatin, and cytoplasm.
Earlier work with salivaries of D. repleta showed that nucleolar incorporation of P3~O4 is very fast, chromosomal incorporation fairly slow, and cytoplasmic incorporation slowest (3) . The significance of incorporation rates in terms of functional characteristics of the different RNA fractions has been further examined in the investigations reported here. The studies have attempted to distinguish replacement synthesis from growth synthesis, to estimate rates of replacement synthesis, and to demonstrate directly, by retention studies, losses of labeled RNA from structures within the cell.
To accomplish these ends, the incorporation of adenine-8-C I4 by nucleolar, chromosomal, and cytoplasmic RNA have been compared, the relation between rates of incorporation and rates of RNA growth determined, retention of adenine-C I4 and p32 followed over 2 day periods, and incorporation patterns shown with p32 and adenine-C 14 compared.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Larvae were taken from a fairly uniform culture at the desired stage, and labeled precursor administered to them in their food for 2 hours, after which they were fed food without isotope. Adenine-8-C ~4 was used at a concentration of 5 pc. per co. of food (specific activity of 3.7 mc./mmole, Schwartz), and p~2 at 150 #c. per ec. The same preparation of food with adenine-C t~ and the same culture of larvae served for the two adenine experiments reported. Food and growth conditions for larvae, and experimental procedures followed have been described in detail previously (3) (4) (5) . Larvae were fixed by freezesubstitution with post treatment in hot alcohol, crosssections cut at 4 /z, and only the most distal cell layers of the gland studied. All slides were treated with cold trichloracetic acid to remove acid soluble materials before applying film. p32 slides were exposed for 14 days. Several different exposures were used for adenine: 24 days in the first experiment; in the second experiment, one series of slides was exposed 14 days, and a second one exposed 42 days to permit more accurate counting of low activities in chromatin and cytoplasm; all adenine-C 14 data are expressed here in terms of a 24-day exposure. (Cytoplasmic counts of the same larvae, made after different exposure times, indicated grain count per unit area was proportional to exposure time.)
Grains were counted in 40 /z 2 areas of film above nucleoli, and in 40 or 160 #2 areas above chromatin and cytoplasm. (The larger area was used when counts were low, to increase accuracy.) A slide with no nucleic acid extracted and a slide treated with ribonuclease were counted, and RNA activity determined as the difference between the two. (Nucleolar and cytoplasmic nucleic acid-C 14 was completely removed by ribonuclease.) Background counts were made for each slide, and values corrected accordingly.
Grain densities which were measured throughout all experiments were within the range in which grain count per unit area is directly proportional to exposure. Grain count per unit area, therefore, reflects the amount of label (associated with RNA) in a unit volume of tissue and is referred to as relative RNA-C 14 or RNA-P 32 concentration. Specific activity is the amount of label in a unit amount of RNA, and was calculated by dividing grain count per unit area by RNA concentration.
Sections adjacent to those used for autoradiographs were stained with the basic dye azure B bromide (1 mg./cc., pH 4, for 2 hours at 40°C., followed by tertiary-butyl alcohol overnight), and the concentration of stain in nucleoli and cytoplasm measured and taken as estimate of their RNA concentration. Extinctions at 480 m/~ were measured with a microspectrophotometer, using small areas of 5 or more cells of a larva. Means of 3 larvae were averaged for most samples, of 2 in some. Chromosomal RNA is not stained under the conditions used here, but a different method of estimate used in a previous study indicated its concentration was about 37 per cent of the concentration found in nucleoli and cytoplasm (which are about the same) during 2nd day of 3rd instar (3). 37 per cent of the average of the nucleolar and cytoplasmic extinctions was used as the chromosomal value for the 2nd day and so long as there were no marked changes in cytoplasmic or nucleolar RNA concentrations.
Volumes of nuclei and nucleoli were calculated from micrometer measurements of their diameters. The ratio of cytoplasmic to nuclear volume was determined from camera lucida drawings of serial sections, by planimetry, or by weighing cut-outs of nuclei and cytoplasm (from traces made on glassine paper). The nuclear volume, determined from diameter measurements, was multiplied by this ratio to calculate cytoplasmic volume.
All data on volumes, basophilia, grain counts, etc.
have been calculated by averaging means from individual larvae; standard errors, therefore, indicate variations among larvae of a sample. Variations among cells of an individual larva were usually small, and a sample of from 5 to 10 cells was sufficient to determine the value for a single animal. Volumes and grain counts were determined from samples of 3 or more animals; for cytoplasmic volumes only 1 or 2 larvae were studied for a given sample.
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Data from a few larvae are shown in Fig. 1 used to determine the significance of relative rates of incorporation. In the second experiment, adenine was administered 19 hours later when nucleoli were not growing and other fractions were growing more slowly than in the first experiment; comparison of the two experiments was used to determine if incorporation rate of a fraction is correlated with its growth rate. Details of incorporation were studied after adenine administration on 2nd day. Figs. 2 through 7 demonstrate the material.
The first point of interest is a detectably earlier onset of incorporation by nucleoli than by the other fractions. Table I shows counts for individual larvae after an hour's feeding on adenine-C 14.
All larvae (and all nucleoli of each larva) have high nucleolar counts; in 2 larvae neither cytoplasmic nor chromosomal counts differed from background; the 3rd larva had low activity in chromatin but none in cytoplasm. (A cursory study of adenine incorporation by 1st day larvae, not given in detail here, gave similar data. Counts (averages of 2 larvae) at 1 hour were: nucleolus 43.6, cytoplasm 2.2, chromatin 1.3, background 1.2; and at 2 hours, 52.8, 3.2, 7.2, and 3.4.)
As indicated in Fig. 8 , the nucleolus reaches a much higher maximum concentration of RNA-C 14 than the other fractions. The chromatin reaches a low maximum, but its rate of increase is very fast; it begins incorporating about an hour after ad- The amounts of C a4 incorporated per unit of RNA were calculated from RNA concentrations, and are shown in Table II . Nucleolar RNA is much more extensively labeled by adenine-C ~4 than either of the other fractions. Although the maximum concentration of RNA-C 14 found in the chromatin was low, the chromosomal RNA actually reaches a higher specific activity than the cytoplasmic RNA.
The changes in volumes and RNA content during the course of the experiment, shown in Figs. 9 and 10, demonstrate in some detail the growth patterns during 2nd and 3rd day. Structures increased in size at a fairly constant rate during the 2nd day; abrupt changes in growth patterns of all fractions are seen on the 3rd day. 
FIGURES ~2 AND 3
From a larva fixed 11~ hours after it began eating adenine-C 14, showing fairly high grain count above nucleolus in the upper cell. Radiation always diverges from a labeled nucleolus into the film above the perinucleolar area, which contains chromatin. To determine chromosomal activity with error due to scatter from the nucleolus eliminated, counts were made above nuclear sections with no nuclcolar material included, such as in the lower cell. There are very few grains above this nuclear section, or above the cytoplasm.
FIGURES 4 AND 5
From a larva fixed shortly after a 2 hour feeding on adenine-C l~. Note grains above chromatin and cytoplasm, and high nucleolar count.
FIGURES 6 AND 7
From a larva fixed 17 hours after a 2 hour feeding on adenine-C t~. Similar grain counts above all structures. RNA-C 14 concentrations in structures of the cell on administration of adenine-C t4 to 2nd day larvae. Larvae fed on adenine-C 14 for the first 2 hours shown. All grain counts expressed for 160/z ~ area of film.
The percentage by which RNA was increasing at the time adenine-C 1~ was administered was calculated from these curves and indicated similar growth rates for all RNA fractions. Each fraction increased in amount by 10 to 12 per cent during the initial hour of the experiment.
In their 1st hour of synthesis of labeled RNA, the chromosomal RNA and the cytoplasmic RNA reach specific activities in the ratio of 3 to 1, as seen in Table II , which indicates the rate of synthesis of chromosomal RNA is thrice that of cytoplasmic RNA, if the fractions derive their C 14 from the same source. If chromosomal RNA is synthesized at a higher rate than cytoplasmic RNA, yet accumulates at about the same rate, the extra synthesis must be used to replace RNA which is lost, and chromosomal turnover is indicated. If cytoplasmic loss occurs, its rate must be lower than the chromosomal. Nucleolar RNA obviously incorporates more C I~ per hour than the other fractions, indicating more synthesis and a higher rate of replacement ~f h is assumed nucleolar RNA has the same precursor as the other fractions. This precursor situation seems unlikely; the 1 hour counts and the origins of the curves indicate no incorporation by cytoplasm and chromatin for a significant time when the nucleolus is incorporating. Nucleolar incorporation of a labeled substance while "nonnucleolar" RNA is incorporating substances not yet labeled clearly implies non-identi W of their respective precursors. (Only two points determine the chromosomal origin, Fig. 8 , and interpretation rests heavily on the 1 hour counts. There is no reason to think experimental error lowered these particular counts, especially since non-nucleolar RNA-C TM was also absent at 1 hour in 1st day larvae, and p32 curves show late cytoplasmic and Volumes of structures in cells of the first adenine experlment (solid symbols) and of the p3~ experiment (open symbols). Cytoplasmic points represent single larvae; nuclear and nucleolar data represent averages, and standard errors, of several larvae in each sample. The 3 day period plotted begins with the 2nd day of 3rd instar at the time adenine-C ~4 was administered. Data from the two experiments were plotted on the same time scale by superimposing times at which secretory granules first appeared. poration by growing and by non-growing nucleoli were compared (Fig. 11) . Nucleolar RNA was increasing in 2nd day larvae, while 3rd day nucleoli were at their maximum size and RNA ( Fig. 10 and Table III 
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FIGVR~ 11
Comparison of relative specific activities of RNA fractions after adenine-C 14 administration to 2nd day larvae (first experiment) and to larvae a day older (second experiment.) C 14 per unit RNA was calculated as grains per 160 #2 divided by E48c.
between incorporation curves is striking, and indicates that the nucleolar incorporation reflects replacement synthesis. Since growth synthesis, occurring at about l0 per cent per hour in the young larvae, did not perceptibly increase the total rate of incorporation, the rate of replacement synthesis must have been several times higher. The growth rate of cytoplasmic RNA is also lowered in older larvae. As Fig. 10 shows, cytoplasmic RNA content increases (at the most) by a constant amount per unit time, therefore the percentage by which RNA increases becomes progressively lower. Older larvae show a slower increase to maximum specific activity than the young larvae, as seen in Fig. ll , indicating incorporation rate of cytoplasmic RNA is dependent on its growth rate.
Chromosomal RNA reached about the same maximum specific activity, and at about the same time, in the two experiments. (See Tables II  and III .) Presumably, there was a lower growth rate in the older larvae, but incorporation rates indicate no change in rate of synthesis.
The first adenine experiment was extended over a long period of time in order to study retention of labeled RNA.
As seen in Fig. 8 , nucleolar RNA-C 14 concentration decreased almost immediately after adenine-C 14 administration was stopped. Fig. 11 shows that the C ~4 content per unit RNA decreases, and decreases to the same extent when the fraction is small and growing and when it is large and not growing. Hence, each unit of RNA undergoes the same loss and replacement of molecules in the two experiments. The C ~4 content per unit of RNA decreases by the same percentage in every unit of time, as shown by Fig. 12 . The semilog plot of nucleolar specific activities (from the first experiment) indicates an exponential decrease to the minimum value found at the end of the experiment. (The minimum value was subtracted before plotting.) The specific activity at the beginning of each hour decreased by about 20 per cent by the end of the hour.
The decrease in amount of RNA-C 14 per nucleolus (Fig. 13 ) is extensive and rapid, but, in growing nucleoli, less so than the decrease in specific activity. Specific activity and RNA-C 14 amount show parallel behavior in older nucleoli with a constant RNA amount, of course.
Chromosomal RNA showed only small decreases in specific activity in early hours after administration to young larvae, and no decrease in RNA-C 14 amount occurred until after the 32nd hour (Fig. 13) . Cytoplasmic RNA-C 14 showed large decreases in concentration during granule accumulation (they were first apparent at the 32nd hour); equally large decreases in basophilia occurred at the same time (Table II) , and no change in specific activity is indicated. Measurements of total amounts of RNA (Fig. 10 ) and of RNA-C 14 ( Fig. 13 ) also failed to reveal loss of RNA from the cytoplasm.
p3~ was administered shortly before granule formation to follow retention during this period and subsequent hours. (Fig. 9 indicates the period studied.) Incorporation by 3rd day larvae shows no significant differences from 2nd day larvae (3) except for decreases in concentration of cytoplasmic and chromosomal RNA-P 32 after the 9th hour, seen in Semilog plot showing exponential decrease in specific activity of nucleolar R.NA to its minimum value. Data from first adenine experiment. The minimum value, 55, was subtracted before plotting. peared in the cytoplasm at 12 hours, and measurements of basophilia before and after granule formation (Table IV) 
F1GVRE 13
Amounts of RNA-O ~ per structure after administration of adenine-C 14 to 2rid day larvae. Calculated as RNA-C 14 concentration (grains per 160 p2) times volume (in /z3). Nucleolar and chromosomal values were multiplied by 10 for easier plotting.
concentration decreased, but its specific activity did not. (Since RNA concentration decreases gradually, the 12th hour specific activity was calculated from the mean of the two extinction measurements.) The nucleolus showed no change in RNA concentration, so its decreases in RNA-P 32 concentration represent decreases in specific activity. Chromosomal RNA concentration was not measured; the similarity in cytoplasmic and chromosomal curves of RNA-P '~ concentration suggests parallel changes in RNA of the two fractions. Total amounts of p3~ in the various RNA fractions, Fig. 15 , demonstrate loss of RNA from the nucleolus, but not from chromatin or cytoplasm. Decreases in RNA-P 32 concentration in cytoplasm and chromatin can be explained by absence of RNA accumulation while structures continue to enlarge during granule production. After this period both fractions again accumulate RNA-P a~ extensively. (Cytoplasmic RNA increase in 4th day larvae is indicated by Fig. 1.) Nucleoli have a pycnotic appearance in old larvae and are poor objects for quantitative study; they apparently do not increase in size or RNA content after the 3rd day.
DISCUSSION
The nucleolar RNA is of most interest here, since its behavior is seen with enough clarity to make some deductions about functional aspects of the fraction. The rapid incorporation and poor retention of adenine-C 14, which it shows, are expected of a substance which is rapidly and continually metabolized. Its rate of incorporation is independent of growth of the fraction; that synthesis is needed to replace RNA which is being lost from the nucleolus is clear from the rapid decrease in specific activity and RNA-C 1~ amount which occur.
The incorporation pattern observed reflects replacement synthesis, since the pattern is the same with no RNA growth and with growth at 10 per cent per hour. The kinetics of turnover can be determined from the observations, since the influence of growth is negligible, and indicate behavior of nucleolar RNA which is noteworthy for its simplicity.
The amount of RNA synthesized is directly proportional to the amount of RNA present, as shown by the comparison of adenine incorporation into large and small nucleolar fractions, and implies p32 incorporation after administration to 3rd day larvae, p~2 fed for the first 2 hours shown. Solid symbols indicate relative specific activity, read on the right scale, and open symbols indicate R N A -P 3e concentration (grains per 160 #~), read on left scale; except for nucleoli, which had a constant R N A concentration, and the single curve is to be read on both scales. Specific activities obtained by dividing relative R N A concentration into grain count, with nucleolar concentration equal to 100, and cytoplasmic concentration equal to (cyto E/nucleolar E) times 100. that a constant fraction of the total RNA is lost continually. Essentially instantaneous mixing of newly synthesized molecules with those already present, so that new molecules immediately begin disappearing (with the same frequency as old ones do), is indicated. The C 14 content of RNA shows a large decrease by the 2nd hour after adenine-C 14 administration is stopped, and decreased to a smaller extent in each succeeding time interval, the decrease in each time interval being a constant proportion of the amount present during that time. (As shown by the exponential decrease to the minimum value, seen in Fig. 12 .)
The early decrease in specific activity, the exponential curve, and the 20 per cent turnover per hour which it indicates, could occur under conditions of nucleolar turnover at this rate with synthesis from a precursor with essentially no activity (i.e., a turnover rate much higher), or of nucleolar turnover at a much higher rate coupled with precursor turnover at 20 per cent. The latter condition is indicated to explain the essentially identical rates of synthesis in growing and nongrowing nucleoli; for if RNA replacement synthesis occurred at only 20 per cent per hour, young nucleoli with synthesis sufficient for replacement plus growth at I0 per cent per hour should have shown a detectibly larger incorporation than nucleoli with only replacement synthesis (i.e., in a ratio of 30 per cent to 20 per cent). A rate of nucleolar RNA turnover that accomplishes complete loss and replacement in an hour or less seems quite likely.
The nucleolar P~ curve does not show the early decrease in activity seen with adenine-C~4; but turnover is indicated by p32 incorporation without growth of RNA in the older larvae studied here, and a high rate is indicated, as with adenine-C ~4, by the sudden leveling off of activity when Ps~ is no longer fed. A very slow decrease in activity of the P~ precursor is, therefore, the probable explanation of the prolonged maintenance of maximum pa2 activity.
The observations reported here are all consistent with the interpretation that nucleolar RNA is synthesized in the nucleolus and that it has a unique function which is accomplished there with degradation of the molecule. The rapid metabolism of nucleolar RNA strongly suggests that the RNA may be a precursor of other products which are useful in the cell; derivatives which are smaller than RNA are indicated as the products, as discussed below.
The "unitary" hypothesis of RNA (as aptly named by Swift (11)) postulates that RNA function is restricted to the cytoplasm, RNA synthesis is restricted to the chromatin, and the nucleolus is a temporary abode for RNA en route from chromatin to cytoplasm (10, t2 ). This hypothesis is based on the fact that high nuclear activity precedes high cytoplasmic activity, and assumes that the labeled RNA seen in the cytoplasm at some time after administration is the same labeled RNA that was in the nucleus at earlier times (8) (9) (10) . In sum, any disappearance of labeled nuclear RNA, as found for the nucleolar fraction, is attributed to movement of intact molecules from the fraction, rather than to degradation of the molecules.
If nucleolar behavior accords with this scheme, we should expect nucleolar RNA molecules to reappear outside the nucleolus as "non-nucleolar" RNA when they disappear from the nucleolus. The evidence presented here that nucleolar RNA turns over at a very high rate indicates that labeled RNA will begin leaving the nucleolus essentially at the same time it begins appearing there. The "unitary" hypothesis is not supported, however, since labeled RNA does not begin to appear elsewhere in the celluntil significantly later: the late appearance of label in "non-nucleolar" RNA is apparent with adenine-C 14, and was clearly indicated by P~ studies reported previously (3). With p~2, cytoplasmic and chromosomal incorporation curves had origins at 2 hours after administration, while the nucleolar curve originated about an hour and a half earlier. A study of root tips also shows later onset of cytoplasmic cytidine-H 3 incorporation than of nucleolar incorporation (10) .
Not only does labeled cytoplasmic RNA appear too late to have come from the nucleolus; label also appears in nucleolar RNA too early to have come from the chromosomal RNA. The simultaneous synthesis of labeled nucleolar RNA and of unlabeled non-nucleolar RNA is hard to explain except by assuming that the fractions are synthesized from different substances--nucleolar RNA from a substance which is labeled early (and loses label relatively fast), while cytoplasmic and chromosomal RNA require some other substance, or substances, which contain no label for some time (and lose label slowly).
The prolonged occurrence of precursor activity complicates interpretation of cytoplasmic and chromosomal retention data. Although decrease in amount of labeled cytoplasmic RNA was not found with either adenine-C 14 or pa2, and decrease in amount of labeled chromosomal RNA was not found with p32, turnover is not ruled out. In all these cases, the RNA must have had about the same specific activity as its precursor after the RNA maximum was reached, for there was no decrease in RNA specific activity while large amounts of newly synthesized RNA accumulated (Figs. 11, 13, 14, 15 ). Loss and replacement of RNA under these conditions would not have been detected.
Studies of other tissues have revealed cytoplasmic RNA loss which is difficult to explain by cell death and cell turnover (13, 14) . Extensive turnover during the periods of salivary development followed here seems unlikely in view of the slow incorporation observed at all times, and the slower incorporation when growth was slower.
Adenine-C 14 reveals greater lability of chromosomal RNA than Pa~ does. Chromosomal RNA showed large losses of C 14 during the 3rd day (discussed elsewhere (5)), and incorporated adenine much faster than the cytoplasm, without growing faster. The chromatin incorporates p32 only slightly faster than the cytoplasm ((3) and Fig. 14) . More turnover of chromosomal RNAadenine than of RNA-phosphorus is a possible explanation; another is slow turnover of the phosphorus precursor.
If we assume cytoplasmic and chromosomal RNA have the same C I4 precursor and cytoplasmic turnover is negligible, the chromosomal incorporation rate (relative to the cytoplasmic) implies chromosomal synthesis of 3 times as much RNA as needed to achieve growth at 10 per cent per hour, hence replacement synthesis at ahout 20 per cent per hour. This is much less turnover than indicated for nucleolar RNA, but is, nonetheless, extremely high (see discussion in (17)). Several autoradiographic demonstrations of incorporation by chromosomal or by nuclear RNA have been interpreted as indications of chromosomal turnover. Growing tissue has been used for most of these studies, however, and no data to indicate loss of chromosomal RNA, or to distinguish between growth and replacement synthesis, have been reported (10, 12, 18) . Two studies have provided unambiguous evidence of turnover : chromosomal RNA incorporation in non-proliferating adult cells (rat pancreas (15) and salamander liver (16)) clearly demonstrates replacement synthesis.
A chromosomal maximum which is earlier than the nucleolar has been reported for root meristem (10) and tissue culture (12) as evidence that chromosomal RNA has a much shorter turnover time than nucleolar. This time-course of incorporation can hardly be considered a general rule in view of cases in which nucleolar RNA reaches a maximum before the chromatin (15, 3) or at the same time (found here). Relative speed with which these fractions reach maxima is, of course, unsuitable for judging their relative rates of synthesis if they have different precursors, as indicated in Drosophila.
